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Details of Visit:

Author: Confuscius
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

As previously described.

The Lady:

Brit, 20 something, Goth like appearance, lots of body art, red tinted hair, extremely large breasts,
curvy medium build, fully shaved. Photos currently on her HoD profile provide a good indication of
what to expect.

The Story:

In short, new girl Flora's service was top rate.

Going through HoD's site, it was the size of her breasts that initially caught my eye and then I found
the brevity of the services on offer (subject to the lady's discretion of course) - CIM, rimming, anal
play, foot fetish - intriguing.

Because fk, normally one of my prerequisites, wasn't listed, I didn't know how to initiate the action
when she first arrived in the room but after a couple of awkward seconds, I tried a kiss which
morphed almost instantly into dfk. She responded not only enthusiastically but with enormous
passion and this set the tone for the rest of our time together.

Her owo was superb and I had to ask her to stop as a premature conclusion was close to becoming
imminent. Her tongue then moved into territory not normally explored by other HoD ladies before
hitting the bullseye - in my experience a very rare activity among incall providers. My arousal levels,
already well into the red zone, went into meltdown as she probed away for several minutes. With
time running out, she went back to owo and the intensity of the cim finish came as no surprise.

I left feeling really relaxed and content having arrived feeling wound up and tired. For me, there is
no better way of generating the feelgood factor than a good punt.
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